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Bus Stop Baby
by Fleur Hitchcock
Piccadilly Press [Bonnier Zaffre]
On her way home from
school, Amy finds a newborn
baby abandoned at the bus
stop. As Amy searches for
the baby's mother, she
uncovers another story, a
secret even closer to home.
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Danger Really is Everywhere
by David O'Doherty
Puffin [Random House]
Don't miss out! Here's your
chance to get qualified as a
Level 3 Dangerologist
because danger really is
everywhere.
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Eddy Stone and the Epic
Holiday Mash-up
by Simon Cherry
Usborne
Set sail with Eddy aboard the
ship-shaped shed as his
holiday turns into the
maddest, baddest, most epic
mash-up adventure ever.
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Death on Toast
by John Townsend
Ransom Publishing
Freddy's parents are too rich
and too busy to notice or care
what he does. But Freddy
has plans for some tasty
revenge...
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Edge of Extinction
by Laura Martin
HarperCollins Children’s Books
It's dangerous outside!
Humans live underground
and dinosaurs rule. Sky and
Shawn escape from their
compound to track down
Sky's missing father and find
a wild world waiting.
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Electrigirl
by Jo Cotterill
OUP
Being struck by lightning and
getting an amazing superpower
wasn't how Holly thought the
day was going to go, but now
it's happened she decides to
make the most of it.
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Fuzzy Mud
by Louis Sachar
Bloomsbury Publishing Plc
Marshall and Tamaya go into
the woods to avoid Chad the
bully. But there's something
weirder and scarier in there.
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How to be a Blogger and
Vlogger in 10 Easy Lessons
by Shane Birley
QED Publishing
Learn the 10 super skills
needed to become the next
blogging sensation!
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Girl Out of Water
by Nat Luurtsema
Walker Books Ltd
Join Lou as she says goodbye
to her Olympic swim dreams
and enters a crazy world of
underwater somersaults,
talent show auditions, bitchy
girls and one great big load
of awkward boy chat.
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Jessica's Ghost
by Andrew Norriss
David Fickling Books
Francis has never had a
friend like Jessica before, but
then he's never had a friend
who is a ghost!
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Mind Writer
by Steve Cole
Barrington Stoke Ltd
Luke's always been good at
knowing things, now he can
actually hear people's
thoughts. Samira doesn't
read minds; she writes all
over them _ she can make
you do anything she wants.

Mega Robo Bros
by Neill Cameron
David Fickling Books
London! The Future! Alex and
Freddy are just like any other
brothers. They squabble. They
drive their parents crazy.
There's only one difference...
they're the most powerful
robots on earth!
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Smart
by Kim Slater
Macmillan Children’s Books
There's been a murder, but
the police don't care. Kieran
is determined to find out
what really happened, but
there are dangerous secrets
everywhere, even under his
own roof.
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Raven
by Tommy Donbavand
Badger Publishing
All Poppy wants is to dye her
hair jet black and be known
as Raven, but her mum has
been too strict since her
brother disappeared. Can she
find him and a place where she
belongs at the same time?
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The Ghost Prison
by Joseph Delaney
Andersen Press Ltd
Night falls, and Billy starts his
first night as a prison guard. But
this is no ordinary prison. There
are haunted cells, whispers and
cries in the night… and the
dreaded Witch Well. Who could
the terrifying captive in there
be? Billy is about to find out…
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The OMG Blog
by Karen McCombie
Barrington Stoke Ltd
When Jessie, Shanice, Rose
and Zarah meet they realise
they have one thing in
common, crazy mums! They
need a place to let off
steam _ the OMG blog is
born…
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The Pomegranate Tree
by Vanessa Altin
Blanket Press
Follow Dilvan a young Kurdish
girl, through the pages of her
diary, on a quest to find her
family with a determination
to fight maybe even to die _
but never to surrender.
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Where Monsters Lie
by Polly Ho-Yen
Corgi [Random House]
The children of Mivtown have
grown up hearing the legend of
the monsters of the loch. But
it’s only a story isn't it? Then
strange things begin happening.
Effie’s rabbit then her mum
disappear without a trace and
slugs start to infest her home.
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The Screaming Staircase
by Jonathan Stroud
Corgi [Random House]
For more than 50 years the
country has been affected by
a horrifying epidemic of
ghosts. Meet Lockwood &
Co _ psychic investigators in
a city stalked by spectres.
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Wings: Flyboy
by Tom Palmer
Barrington Stoke Ltd
Jatinder's a great footballer,
but something's holding him
back. It takes the ghostly
experiences of a WWI fighter
pilot and the real danger this
puts Jatinder in for him to
become the best of himself.

Reading Rampage 2017
Reading Rampage is a challenge
for secondary school pupils in
participating Leicester schools.
From February to June 2017 these
great books will be showcased by
young people in years 7 and 8 in
schools across Leicester. The top
book will be announced at an
award event in June 2017.
Which book will win and become the
Reading Rampage most read and
rated? Use the stars by each book
to give your views (3 stars = great).
Visit your school library and ask
how to join in.
Whatever It Takes
Reading Rampage is run by Leicester
Libraries, Creative Learning
Services and Whatever It Takes;
an initiative to get every child in
Leicester reading. For further details
visit: whatever-it-takes.org.uk
Creative Learning Services
Provide books, online resources,
artefacts, artworks and reading as
well as library related advice to
schools. For further details visit:
creativelearningservices.org.uk

Leicester Libraries
All ages are welcome to join
Leicester Libraries. It’s free with no
forms to fill in; just name, address
and date of birth are required. No
charges if you accidentally lose,
damage or return books late (for
0-15 year olds).
For further information on
Leicester Libraries:
W: leicester.gov.uk/libraries
E: libraries@leicester.gov.uk
T: 0116 454 3540
@leicesterlibrar
/leicesterlibraries
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Look out for all these great books,
free to borrow from your local
Leicester city library.

